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Area of study: Old city wall - HS station - Industrial area

Rapid modern urbanization, between the prosperity of the city center and the utopian pastoral of the suburban area
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Objects, elements, traces - representations of different regimes exerting forces to the area
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A FIELD OF HETEROGENEITY

The very functionality, banality, and honesty allow for the potential of the intricacy and meaning of things-in-itself to be revealed and perceived.
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An appropriate intervention, which does not obstruct the normal running of the urban mechanism, while at the same time charge the field with more possibilities and experiences
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SUPER HOMOGENEITY vs SUPER HETEROGENEITY

extreme spatiality as a background of the mundane urban life
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Site: Station-“front” of Den Haag Centraal
Image from:
Het veranderend stadsbeeld van Den Haag - plannen en processen in de Haagse stedebouw 1890-1990,
Victor Freijser, 1991
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